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Abstract

Pathological 43-kDa transactive responsive sequence DNA-binding protein (TDP-

43) has been recognized as the major disease protein in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

(ALS), frontotemporal lobar degeneration with ubiquitin positive, tau and α-synuclein 

negative inclusions (FTLD-U) and the transitional forms between these multisystem 

conditions.  In order to develop TDP-43 into a successful ALS biomarker, the natural 

history of TDP-43 pathology needs to be characterized and the underlying 

pathophysiology established.  Here we propose a spatial and temporal “two-axis” model 

of central nervous system vulnerability for TDP-43 linked degeneration and discuss 

recent studies on potential biomarkers related to pathological TDP-43 in the 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), blood, and skeletal muscle.  The model includes the following 

“two arms”: First, a “motor neuron disease” or “spinal cord/brainstem to motor cortex” 

axis (with degeneration possibly ascending from the lower motor neurons to the upper 

motor neurons); and secondly, a “dementia” or “corticoid/allocortical to neocortex” axis 

(with a probable spread of TDP-43 linked degeneration from the mediotemporal lobe to 

wider mesocortical and neocortical brain areas).  At the cellular level, there is a gradual 

disappearance of normal TDP-43 in the nucleus in combination with the formation of 

pathological aggregates in the cell body and cellular processes, which can also be used to 

identify the stage of the disease process.  Moreover, TDP-43 lesions in 

subpial/subependymal or perivascular localizations have been noted in TDP-43 linked 

neurodegeneration, and this might account for increased CSF and blood TDP-43 levels 

through mechanisms that remain to be elucidated.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of new technologies in medicine and related biomedical sciences, 

concepts of neurodegenerative diseases continue to be refined and descriptions of novel 

disease are being created.  Based on advances over the past decades, we now know that 

most neurodegenerative conditions are characterized by  protein misfolding and also may 

be linked to  a number of other common features such as mutations in genes that encode 

major disease proteins of familial disorders and their sporadic counterparts;  the presence 

of pathological protein aggregates; alterations in  protein solubility and metabolic 

changes of corresponding disease proteins.  The clinical phenomenology of these diseases 

is diverse and variably correlates with the topographical pattern of the central nervous 

system (CNS) pathology.  Hence, overlapping CNS disease categories have been 

established based on clinical phenomenology and genetic findings, as well as 

pathological abnormalities including biochemical studies (Armstrong et al., 2005; 

Skovronsky et al., 2006).  Indeed, major disease groups such as tauopathies or α-

synucleinopathies have emerged during the last few decades.  In 2006, pathological 

transactive response DNA-binding protein with a molecular weight of 43 kDa (TDP-43) 

was shown to be the major disease protein in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) with or 

without dementia, and in frontotemporal lobar degeneration with ubiquitinated inclusions 

(previously designated FTLD-U, but now referred to as FTLD-TDP) with or without 

motor neuron disease (MND) (Arai et al., 2006; Neumann et al., 2006).  The discovery of 

this new pathological protein lends support to the notion that FTLD-TDP and ALS are 

clinico-pathologically overlapping diseases and together they form a new class of 

neurodegenerative protein misfolding disorders termed TDP-43 proteinopathies (Geser et 
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al., 2009b).  However, a small subgroup of ALS and FTLD-U cases with neuronal 

inclusions composed of an ubiquitinated protein, negative for pathological TDP-43, tau, 

or α-synuclein, were shown to be characterized by the pathological aggregation of a 

protein called fused in liposarcoma (FUS), also referred to as translated in liposarcoma

(TLS) (Baumer et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Neumann et al., 2009; Roeber et al., 

2008).  There is a high degree of functional homology between FUS and TDP-43, as both 

are ubiquitously expressed DNA/RNA-binding proteins involved in multiple aspects of 

gene expression, transcription regulation, RNA splicing, RNA transport and translation 

(Lagier-Tourenne and Cleveland, 2009; Neumann et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2011).

The potential use of TDP-43 as a “bio-marker” stems from the concept that 

pathophysiologic processes, which lead to structural and functional abnormalities, are 

accompanied by a variety of biological changes including alterations in TDP-43 

expression and deposition, which might be measured. A validated and sensitive 

biomarker offers both significant diagnostic and clinical benefits, and also provides the 

potential to objectively assess of therapeutic interventions. It has been noted that the 

evolution of pathology throughout the nervous system in a range of different 

neurodegenerative disorders is not random but follows patterns, and consequently, 

grading or staging schemes have been developed to account for this temporal and spatial 

development of degeneration.  Hence, a successful biomarker also might reflect the 

temporo – spatial disease progression of the underlying pathology. 

ALS is a progressive, usually adult onset, neurodegenerative disorder with an 

annual incidence rate of 1.5 – 2.0 per 100.000, a prevalence of about 6 in 100.000, and a 

median survival from disease onset to death of around 2-5 years (Chio et al., 2009; 
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Mitchell and Borasio, 2007).  The 1998 El Escorial revised criteria for a diagnosis of 

ALS require the presence of the following: (1) evidence of lower motor neuron (LMN) 

degeneration by clinical, electrophysiological or neuropathologic examination, (2) 

evidence of upper motor neuron (UMN) degeneration by clinical examination, and (3) 

progressive spread of symptoms or signs within a region or to other regions, as 

determined by history or examination.  Furthermore, exclusion criteria have been 

elaborated (i.e., the absence of the following: (1) electrophysiological and pathological 

evidence of other disease processes that might explain the signs of LMN and/or UMN 

degeneration, and (2) neuroimaging evidence of other disease processes, which might 

explain the observed clinical and electrophysiological signs (Brooks, 1994; Brooks et al., 

2000).  There is now extensive pathological, clinical, neuropsychological and 

neuroimaging evidence that ALS pathology extends well beyond the motor cortex which 

is referred to as ALS-Plus syndrome (Brooks, 1994; Brooks et al., 2000; Geser et al., 

2010a). Cognitive and behavioural deficits are frequently seen and there is evidence of 

frontotemporal, cerebellar, corpus callosum, and basal ganglia involvement (Strong et al., 

2009).  

The findings of mutations in the gene encoding TDP-43 (TARDP) in cases of 

familial and rare sporadic ALS patients further corroborate the significance of 

pathological TPD-43 as being mechanistically implicated in the disease process 

(Neumann, 2009; Pesiridis et al., 2009; Banks et al., 2008; Mackenzie et al., 2010; Daoud 

et al., 2009; Gijselinck et al., 2007; Gitcho et al., 2008; Guerreiro et al., 2008; Kabashi et 

al., 2008; Kuhnlein et al., 2008; Rutherford et al., 2008; Sreedharan et al., 2008; Van 

Deerlin et al., 2008; Yokoseki et al., 2008; Kamada et al., 2009; Corrado et al., 2009; 
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Lemmens et al., 2009; Del Bo et al., 2009; Pamphlett et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008; 

Tamaoka et al., 2010; Nozaki et al., 2010).  In fact, many of the TARDBP variants display 

autosomal-dominant inheritance in familial ALS patients, suggesting that they may be 

pathogenic mutations.  FUS gene mutations have been mainly reported in familial and 

sporadic cases of ALS (including patients with additional non-MND features (Mackenzie 

et al., 2010; Vance et al., 2009; Kwiatkowski et al., 2009; Rademakers et al., 2009; 

Mackenzie et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 2011, Baumer et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; 

Yan et al., 2010; Broustal et al., 2010). Ataxin-2 is a polyglutamine (polyQ) protein 

encoded in the ataxin 2 gene (ATXN2) by trinucleotide repeats of CAG. ATXN2 is 

mutated in spinocerebellar ataxia type 2, and intermediate length or high polyQ 

expansions in this gene have been found to be significantly associated with sporadic and 

familial ALS (Elden et al., 2010; Daoud et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011a; Lee et al., 2011b; 

Van Demme et al., 2011).  A significant association of expanded ATXN2 repeats with 

the development of progressive supranuclear palsy was also observed (Ross et al., 2011).  

Furthermore, it has been shown that CAG repeat expansions in ATXN2 associated with 

ALS are CAA interrupted repeats (Yu et al., 2011). Mutations in other genes involved in 

the pathogenesis of ALS include superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) (Rosen et al., 1993), 

senataxin (SETX) (Chen et al., 2004), angiogenin (ANG) (Greenway et al., 2006), and 

optineurin (OPTN) (Maruyama et al., 2010).  TARDBP mutations have rarely been 

reported in patients with either sporadic or familial FTLD-MND and FTLD-TDP , 

respectively (Borroni et al., 2009, Borroni et al., 2010; Benajiba et al., 2009, Chio et al., 

2010; Banks et al., 2008; Gijselinck et al., 2007; Rollinson et al., 2007; Schumacher et 

al., 2007; Benajiba et al., 2009).  Progranulin (GRN) gene mutations cause FTLD with 
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TDP-43 pathology (Cairns et al., 2007; Baker et al., 2006; Cruts et al., 2006; Sleegers et 

al., 2008) with the clinical and molecular phenotype differing between cases with and 

without GRN gene abnormalities (Chen-Plotkin et al., 2008; Chen-Plotkin et al., 2011). 

GRN may also modify the course of disease in patients with ALS (Sleegers et al., 2008). 

Complex clinico-pathological syndromes associated with TDP-43 pathology have been 

described for the following genes: TARDBP, valosin containing protein (VCP, FTLD 

with Paget disease of the bone), and dynactin (DCTN1, Perry syndrome) genes (Kovacs 

et al., 2009; Neumann et al., 2007).  Other genetic abnormalities might play a role as 

well. To give examples, there are FTD-MND families linked to chromosome 9p (Le Ber 

et al., 2009), and genome-wide association studies have revealed susceptibility loci on 

this chromosome (i.e., 9p21.2) or chromosome 19 (i.e., 19p13.3, UNC13A) (Van Es et 

al., 2009; Laaksovirta et al., 2010; Shatunov et al., 2010; Mackenzie et al., 2010).  

Furthermore, Rollinson and coworkers (2009) suggested that ubiquitin-associated protein 

1 (encoded on chromosome 9p) is a genetic risk factor for subjects diagnosed with FTLD 

according to clinical diagnostic criteria by Neary and colleagues (1998).  More recently, a 

genome-wide association study suggested that polymorphisms at locus 7p21, within the 

gene TMEM106B, are a strong risk factor for clinical FTLD (van der Zee et al., 2011) and 

FTLD with TDP-43 pathology (Van Deerlin et al., 2010).  Although genome-wide 

association studies did not show analogous results for ALS (Dunckley et al., 2007; Chio 

et al., 2009), protective alleles at the TMEM106B locus have been demonstrated to 

correlate with better cognitive scores in ALS (Vass et al., 2011).

Early intervention with disease modifying therapies is likely to yield the most 

beneficial results for ALS and other neurodegenerative diseases.  Cerebrospinal fluid 
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(CSF) biomarkers are likely to be the most informative because the CSF is in closer 

contact with the CNS than other more accessible peripheral fluids such as plasma or 

urine, and the CSF is therefore most likely to reflect neurodegenerative processes 

underlying ALS through changes in one or more CSF analytes (Turner et al., 2009).  

Although earlier research on CSF, blood plasma, and various neuroimaging methods 

have proposed a number of candidate ALS biomarkers with only limited success, at 

present, there is no diagnostic test for ALS based on chemical biomarkers (for review 

see: Agosta et al., 2010; Bowser and Lacomis, 2009; Kolarcik and Bowser, 2006; Pradat 

and Dib, 2009; Strong, 2008; Sussmuth et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2009). Thus, the quest 

to identify informative CSF biomarkers for ALS, which would enable the early and 

reliable diagnosis of ALS, continues.  For example, several potential CSF biomarkers 

identified for ALS include inflammatory proteins such as interferon gamma, granulocyte-

macrophage colony stimulating factor, granulocyte colony stimulating factor, monocyte 

chemoattractant protein-1, macrophage inflammatory protein-1 a/b, and interleukins  2, 6, 

8, 10, 15 and 17 (Kuhle et al., 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009), axonal proteins like 

neurofilament light and heavy chains (Brettschneider et al., 2006; Zetterberg et al., 2007), 

growth factors like insulin-like growth factor-1, erythropoietin and vascular endothelial 

growth factor (Bilic et al., 2006; Brettschneider et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2009), and 

angiotensin II (Kawajiri et al., 2009). However, further studies of these analytes are 

needed to confirm and extend our understanding of their potential diagnostic value for 

distinguishing ALS subjects from normal controls as well as from subjects with other 

neurodegenerative diseases in order to determine if changes in their CSF levels are 

specific to ALS or if they also occur in other neurological conditions.  Finally, proteomic 
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studies have been conducted to identify new candidate ALS biomarkers and these 

strategies offer considerable promise (Brettschneider et al., 2008; Pasinetti et al., 2006; 

Ranganathan et al., 2005).  However, since proteomic methods do not allow reliable 

quantification of analyte levels,  they will require follow up studies using enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assays or other complementary methods to establish an informative 

quantitative diagnostic assay for ALS .

As pathological TDP-43 has now been established as the defining feature of ALS, 

there is a pressing need to investigate the potential role of this protein as a new ALS 

biomarker.  Despite recent studies on TDP-43 pathology in the CNS, there has not yet 

been a comprehensive review of the development of a temporo-topographical TDP-43 

neurodegeneration model in ALS.  In the following sections, studies outlining or mapping 

the pattern of degeneration in MND (with or without dementia) are discussed, followed 

by discussion of  the role of TDP-43 in this degenerative process as well as the potential 

of TDP-43 to be used as a biomarker for ALS and FTLD-TDP. 

2. Neuropathology and neurobiology

2. 1. CNS patterns of pathological TDP-43

Human post-mortem studies are cross-sectional by nature.  Nevertheless, since 

topographical patterns of pathology with differences in relative severity can be described 

and correlated with clinical information, a model of vulnerability can be developed from 

post-mortem studies.  Such a model might ultimately describe the temporal sequence of 

CNS degeneration including early, intermediate, and late stages of disease progression, 

with CNS areas that are most vulnerable to degeneration being first affected.  In the 
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advanced stages of the disease, signs of neurodegeneration such as neuronal loss and 

reactive gliosis, as well as cellular inclusion pathology are expected to increase.  

However, end stages might be associated with relatively little inclusion pathology due to 

the high level of neurodegeneration which involves the clearing of cell debris (including 

TDP-43 lesions released by dying cells)  by macrophages (“burnt out cases”).  In 

addition, pathologic proteins might change their cellular characteristics, i.e., their relative 

location in the cell, during the disease process, which can also be used to indicate the 

stage of the disease. 

This approach had been successfully employed for many neurodegenerative diseases.  In 

fact, for Alzheimer’s disease (AD), cortical neurofibrillary pathology has been reported 

to start in the transentorhinal cortex, and to spread out towards the hippocampus and 

neocortex as reflected by the Braak neurofibrillary stages (Braak et al., 2006; Braak and 

Braak, 1991).  It has been demonstrated in the past that occasionally subcortical nuclei 

show changes even earlier (Braak et al., 2006; Braak and Del Tredici, 2004). Recently, it 

has been shown in a study of individuals under thirty that neurofibrillary tangle formation 

does not begin in the cerebral cortex but, rather, in select subcortical nuclei, and it may 

start quite early, i.e., before puberty or in early young adulthood (Braak and Del Tredici, 

2011). Amyloid-β (Aβ) deposition occurs early on in cortical brain regions with the later 

involvement of subcortical CNS areas (Thal et al., 2002; Thal et al., 2000).  There is 

uncertainty as to which neocortical brain areas show the first  Aβ plaques, but the 

temporal cortex seems to be affected according to most pathology studies. Furthermore, 

a three point staging system has been developed for agyrophilic grain disease defining 

early to intermediate changes occurring in temporal lobe structures, followed by the 
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subsequent involvement of the insular and cingulate cortex (and other non-cortical areas 

such as the septal nuclei) (Saito et al., 2004).  As for TDP-43 proteinopathies such as 

ALS and FTLD-TDP, no staging scheme denoting a temporal-spatial progression has 

been developed based on pathological TDP-43 linked neurodegeneration.  A study 

proposed a four stage system both for tau positive and negative FTLD (Broe et al., 2003; 

Kril and Haliday, 2011).  This is based on the distribution and severity of gross atrophy. 

Temporal lobe changes showed the most linear relationship with clinical indices of 

disease progression.  The Lewy body diseases (i.e., Parkinson’s disease, dementia with 

Lewy bodies and Parkinson’s disease dementia) are characterized by neuronal α-

synuclein deposits and are known to spread out from caudal parts of the neuraxis and 

olfactory system, afflicting the cortical system later in the disease course with 

anteromedial temporal mesocortex being involved prior to associational and primary 

cortical areas (Braak et al., 2003; Del Tredici et al., 2002).  For multiple system atrophy 

(MSA), a disease with prominent α-synuclein positive oligodendroglial inclusion 

pathology, grading scales have been developed (Jellinger et al., 2005; Wenning et al., 

2002). In fact, for striatonigral degeneration, which is the hallmark finding underlying the 

parkinsonian variant of MSA, a disease progression rising up the nigro-striatal system has 

been proposed (Wenning et al., 2002).  The term “minimal change MSA” denotes an 

early disease stage with degeneration largely restricted to the substantia nigra (Wenning 

et al., 1994).  For Huntington’s disease, a disease progression scheme within the striatum 

has been described (Vonsattel et al., 1985).  The understanding of the spatio-temporal 

involvement of different anatomic and functional systems represents the basis for 

understanding the pathophysiology and pathobiology of these diseases.  Staging schemata 
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for TDP-43 linked diseases have not yet been developed; although early data on whole 

brain pathology and topographical distribution with clinical correlations are now 

available and might serve as a basis for further studies.  In fact, ALS with or without 

dementia has been split into two different patterns (i.e., type 1 and type 2) by means of an 

analysis of the distribution of neuronal TDP-43 pathology.  When comparing these, type 

2 is the more severe and FTLD-TDP -like “dementia type” that involves the hippocampal 

formation, frontotemporal neocortex, basalganglia and substantia nigra.  Type 1 is the so-

called “classical ALS type” showing TDP-43 pathology in the pyramidal system with the 

LMN being involved more frequently than the motor cortex.  This classical ALS type is 

also characterized by TDP-43 lesions in non-motor nuclei of the midbrain (Nishihira et 

al., 2008). Similarly, in a study of ALS cases with long disease duration, TDP-43 linked 

neurodegeneration was mild overall, but present to a higher level in the lower as 

compared to the upper motor neuron (Nishihira et al., 2009a).  However long-standing 

disease might be associated with widespread significant TDP-43 linked 

neurodegeneration that includes both the LMN and UMN (Nishihira et al., 2009b).  A 

case study of an ALS patient with a TARDBP mutation showed greater motor neuron 

degeneration in the spinal cord compared with the upper motor neuron, and a 

comparative sample of 16 ALS cases without TARDBP mutations was described as 

showing similar neuropathological features (Pamphlett et al., 2010).  Moreover, in a 

study focusing on the maturation process of neuronal cytoplasmic inclusion in ALS, it 

was shown that long inclusions called  threads or “coarse skeins”, as well as their 

presumed precursors, which are shorter and thinner linear inclusions called linear wisps 

or “fine skeins” occurred at a similar frequency in lower and upper motor neurons. 
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However, round inclusions, which are the presumed aggregates of dot-like inclusions, 

appeared to occur more frequently in the anterior horns of motor neurons than the motor 

cortex (Mori et al., 2008).  FUS linked ALS has also been shown to be associated with 

somewhat less upper motor neuron as opposed to  lower motor neuron inclusion 

pathology (Mackenzie et al., 2011). An earlier study using ubiquitin 

immunohistochemistry demonstrated that dense rounded or irregular ubiquitin-

immunoreactive cytoplasmic inclusions (dense bodies) and loosely arranged bundles 

(“skeins”) of filamentous-appearing material were present in the anterior horns of all 

ALS cases examined (Leigh et al., 1991).  However, inclusions in pyramidal neurons of 

the motor cortex were only present infrequently in a minority of cases.  Earlier pathology 

studies have supported the notion of a primary LMN involvement with the subsequent 

onset of UMN degeneration.  This early work is outlined in a review by Chou and Norris, 

which also elaborates the concept of a lower motor neuron disease spreading 

monosynaptically to UMN (Chou and Norris, 1993). However, based on clinical  

experience, a spectrum of MND has been defined that includes progressive muscular 

atrophy (PMA), LMN dominant MND, LMN/UMN combined MND, UMN dominant 

MND, and primary lateral sclerosis (PLS).  Consistent with this clinical phenomenology, 

an alternate view has been proposed which favors the idea of heterogeneity of MND 

phenotypes in ALS with a highly variable site of disease onset (Ravits and La Spada, 

2009).  This concept was derived from the clinical observation that MND begins at a 

focal location and spreads out from this point through the anatomy of the UMN and LMN 

in a logical manner, which was used to infer the underlying neuropathology. Previous 

post-mortem studies of the clinically LMN disorder PMA has demonstrated LMN 
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pathology with a significant number of individuals, but not all, also manifesting UMN 

pathology (see Ince et al., 2003; Tsuchiya et al., 2004, and references therein).  We 

recently examined six patients with an isolated LMN disorder (Geser et al., 2011).  Cases 

with a disease duration over 4 years were designated as PMA, and those with a more 

rapid course as MND/LMN. All patients showed significant TDP-43 linked degeneration 

of LMNs, and five cases showed a lesser degree of motor cortex degeneration. Additional 

brain areas were affected to varying degrees, ranging from predominantly brainstem 

pathology to significant involvement of the whole CNS including neocortical and limbic 

areas.  These findings suggest that MND-related TDP-43 pathology might follow a 

sequentially additive pattern of development spreading from the spinal cord/brainstem 

into other parts of the CNS.  This might reflect disease progression, thus representing the 

basis for the development of whole CNS pathological TDP-43 evolution schemata.  For 

PLS, which is characterized clinically  by upper but not lower motor neuron involvement 

(Hudson et al., 1993; Pringle et al., 1992; Tartaglia et al., 2007), post-mortem data on 

pathological TDP-43 are scarce (Dickson et al., 2007; Josephs and Dickson, 2007).  In 

fact, the histological findings of two of the four published cases were similar (Josephs 

and Dickson, 2007). There was frontotemporal and hippocampal, but no LMN brainstem 

TDP-43 pathology; neurodegeneration in the motor cortex was severe in one case, and 

mild to moderate in the other.  Since there is widespread cortical degeneration in these 

cases they have been referred to as FTLD-PLS.  This suggests that the concept of 

“primary lateral sclerosis” should be seen, at least in part, in the context of a widespread 

frontotemporal degeneration that also involves primary cortical areas such as the motor 

cortex.  Two other published PLS cases showed either no or low level TDP-43 pathology 
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restricted to the hypoglossal nucleus in the brainstem (Dickson et al., 2007).    Clinically, 

longstanding PLS may eventually develop into ALS (Bruyn et al., 1995).  As to the 

question of differentiating between ALS and PLS, it was suggested that a patient 

presenting with spasticity who does not develop wasting within 3 years most likely has 

PLS (Tartaglia et al., 2007).  However, in this study  with clinical symptoms and signs 

being the main outcome measure, clinical diagnostic criteria based on definitions outlined 

earlier have been used for classifying patients into either ALS or PLS groups (Brooks et 

al., 2000; Pringle et al., 1992). Pathology data in the older literature utilizing ubiquitin 

immunohistochemistry in PLS cases, or in disorders that mimic PLS, showed that 

inclusion pathology is not restricted to the UMN; rather it is also present in LMN and/or 

cortical brain areas, which corroborates the idea of a clinico-pathological continuum 

between PLS and ALS (for a case report of PLS and a table displaying the previous 

literature see Tan et al,  (2003).  It is of note that the idea of a multisystem disease of 

ALS was underlined by TDP-43 studies which showed non-pyramidal TDP-43 lesions 

occurring in the brainstem or subcortical brain structures such as basal  ganglia of ALS 

cases (Braak et al., 2010; Dickson et al., 2007; Geser et al., 2008a; Zhang et al., 2008).  

Clues as to the concept of temporal and spatial evolution of TDP-43 pathology 

throughout the CNS might emerge from the study of a sufficient number of normal 

controls and diseases in which TDP-43 is present as an additional feature, “secondary” to 

other, disease defining, pathologies(Geser et al., 2009a; Kovacs et al., 2010).   Indeed, the 

first TDP-43 studies on the brainstem and pyramidal system in both healthy controls and 

patients with a disease other than TDP-43 proteinopathies have become available which 

demonstrate, in part, various degrees of TDP-43 pathology. However, these need to be 
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supplemented by the screening of larger cohorts in order to have reliable data on the 

topographical distribution and relative severity of changes which occur early in the 

disease course (Geser et al., 2010b; Geser et al., 2011; Mori et al., 2008).  Furthermore, it 

has been reported that there are ubiquitinated inclusions that are negative for pathological 

TDP-43 in the medulla oblongata of control subjects and the striatum of normal controls 

and ALS patients with or without dementia (Davidson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2008).  

The significance of these findings needs to be further explored.  As to a CAG repeat 

disorder associated with neurodegeneration and inclusion pathology in multiple CNS 

areas, i.e., spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 or Machado-Josephs disease (Yamada et al., 

2008), it has been shown that TDP-43 pathology occurs rarely and is “almost entirely” 

restricted to the LMN (Tan et al., 2009).  Besides the “spinal cord-brainstem-motor 

cortex” axis of the CNS, cortical structures in normal or disease controls have also been 

examined for the presence of pathological TDP-43.  We have recently shown that 

significant TDP-43 pathology is present predominantly in mediotemporal lobe structures 

in about 30% of subjects with or without severe mental illness aged 65 years or older; in 

addition, increasing age was associated with a greater degree of TDP-43 pathology 

(Geser et al., 2010b).  This allows for the differentiation of an earlier “limbic” type from 

a later “neocortical” type of TDP-43 pathology with the latter building upon the former. 

Several studies of AD have also reported that medial temporal lobe limbic structures 

including the hippocampus and amygdala are particularly vulnerable to TDP-43 

pathology (Arai et al., 2009; Higashi et al., 2007b; Hu et al., 2008; Kadokura et al., 2009; 

Uryu et al., 2008).  Furthermore, hippocampal sclerosis has been associated with a higher 

TDP-43 burden than AD, and two types of TDP-43 pathology distribution have been 
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proposed (Amador-Ortiz et al., 2007).  These include (1) a diffuse type of pathology with 

an involvement of the dentate fascia of the hippocampus, the entorhinal cortex, the 

occipitotemporal gyrus, as well as the inferior temporal gyrus, and (2) a limbic type of 

pathology, showing TDP-43 immunoreactivity limited to the dentate fascia and 

entorhinal cortex, with sparse or no involvement of the occipitotemporal gyrus.  Diffuse 

neurofibrillary tangles with calcification, which is a rare presenile dementia, has been 

recently shown to be associated not only with a high burden of tau pathology, but also 

with limbic α-synuclein and limbic TDP-43 pathology in all of the examined cases, as 

well as with more widespread cortical α-synuclein and TDP-43 pathology in a significant 

number of patients (Habuchi et al., 2011).  In a single case of familial British dementia, 

which is a rare autosomal disorder associated with a stop-codon mutation in the BRI gene 

as well as Abri plaques, cerebral amyloid angiopathy, and tau pathology, TDP-43 

pathology occurs predominantly in medial temporal lobe structures (Schwab et al., 2009; 

Vidal et al., 1999).  It has been previously reported that AD-like tau pathology in this 

disease is found primarily in the limbic system and brainstem (Holton et al., 2001).  

Furthermore, the pattern of Abri plaques is different from that seen in AD.  In a study of 

MSA, which is an α-synucleinopathy, we recently showed that TDP-43 lesions were 

scarce overall which was probably due to the relatively young age at death (on average 

mid to late 60s) of the cohort studied (Geser et al., 2011).  In the cases where TDP-43

pathology was present, it was predominantly located in mediotemporal structures (or the 

brainstem).  Patients with Lewy body diseases (Arai et al., 2009; Higashi et al., 2007b; 

Nakashima-Yasuda et al., 2007; Yokota et al., 2010a) and cases with the tauopathies 

progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal degeneration (Uryu et al., 2008; Yokota 
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et al., 2010b) showed varying levels of pathological TDP-43 in the amygdala or 

hippocampus/entorhinal cortex, whereas other brain areas were less consistently affected 

in these diseases.  For cases with argyrophilic grain disease, concomitant TDP-43 

pathology has been shown to be most intense in the amygdala and the adjacent entorhinal 

cortex (Fujishiro et al., 2009).  Topographical data on FUS pathology in FUSopathies are 

incomplete because of the relative rarity of these cases; however, it has been 

demonstrated that in some cases of FTLD associated with pathological FUS, the 

hippocampus shows a somewhat higher degree of FUS pathology than the neocortex, 

while in other cases the level of FUS pathology is similar in both regions (Mackenzie et 

al., 2011; Neumann et al., 2009).  Topographical data on pathological TDP-43 comparing 

different CNS regions in a variety of other diseases such as Parkinsonism–dementia 

complex and ALS of the Chamorro population on Guam, corticobasal syndrome with 

TDP-43 pathology, Huntington’s disease, chronic traumatic encephalopathy, or some 

familial forms of FTD/FTD-MND/ALS with cognitive impairment are incomplete or 

inconclusive, though the dentate gyrus seems to be afflicted in particular in the Guaminan 

Parkinsonism-dementia complex (Geser et al., 2008b; Hasegawa et al., 2007; Miklossy et 

al., 2008; Schwab et al., 2008).  In summary, these studies point to a progression of TDP-

43 pathology which starts in mediotemporal lobe structures and spreads out to include 

higher order association cortices at a late stage in the disease development.  The occipital 

or visual cortex seems to be affected at a very late stage (Geser et al., 2009b); other 

primary areas such as the auditory or motor cortex in FTLD need to be further examined, 

but the rarity of the FTLD-PLS cases and their association with widespread severe 

cortical TDP-43 pathology (see above) also suggests late stage involvement.
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Hence, we here propose a “two axis” model of whole CNS vulnerability of 

susceptibility for TDP-43 pathology including the following “two arms” (see Figure): 

First, a “motor neuron disease” or “spinal cord/brainstem to motor cortex” axis, possibly 

with degeneration ascending from the LMN to the  UMN; and secondly , a “dementia” or 

“corticoid/allocortical to neocortex” axis, probably with a spread of TDP-43 linked 

degeneration from the mediotemporal lobe to wider mesocortical and neocortical brain 

areas.  By analogy, similar patterns of changes outlining disease progression have been 

proposed for other pathological proteins including the archi- and neocortex as reflected 

by the widely adopted Braak neurofibrillary stages for AD (Braak et al., 2006), and also a 

scheme for the brainstem and cortex for the Lewy body disorders (Braak et al., 2003; Del 

Tredici et al., 2002) that serves as a basis for the current consensus criteria for the 

diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies (McKeith et al., 2005).  This cumulative 

evidence suggests that areas of the CNS might be differentially susceptible to pathways 

leading to neurodegeneration associated with a variety of different pathological proteins.

Thus, there might be some region-specific, rather than disease-specific, mechanisms 

(Yokota et al., 2010a; Yokota et al., 2010b). It appears that there are as yet unidentified 

mutually augmenting interactions of pathological proteins which eventually lead to their 

aggregation.  The synergistic interaction between tau, Aβ and α-synuclein as recently 

shown in an animal model might also apply to TDP-43 (Clinton et al., 2010).  

2.2 Cellular patterns of pathological TDP-43

As outlined above, a large numbers of studies suggest that ALS, FTLD-MND, 

and FTLD-TDP  are different manifestations of a multiple-system TDP-43 proteinopathy 
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linked to similar mechanisms of neurodegeneration (e.g., Dickson et al., 2007; Geser et 

al., 2009b).  Nevertheless, different morphological categories of cortical degeneration 

have been delineated by using ubiquitin immunohistochemistry.  This is based on the 

localization of inclusions within different parts of cells, as well as their relative 

distribution throughout the layers of the cortex.  Hence, two analogous classifications 

schemes describing these morphological categories were developed separately by two 

groups - Samapthu/Neumann and colleagues, as well as Mackenzie and collaborators 

(Mackenzie et al., 2006; Sampathu et al., 2006).  The scheme according to Sampathu and 

Neumann is described in the following, but it should be noted that the 

Sampathu/Neumann subtype 1, 2, and 3 correspond respectively to Mackenzie subtype 2, 

3, and 1. A recent report has harmonized these discrepancies by introducing a new 

classification scheme of type A, B and C which equate to Sampathu/Neumann subtype 3, 

2, and 1 (MacKenzie et al., 2011).  Subtype 2 of the latter scheme is characterized by 

ubiquitin-positive pathology in both superficial and deep cortical layers with a 

predominance of cytoplasmic inclusions and only rarely neuritic inclusions. Subtype 3 

shows a predominance of ubiquitin-positive pathology in superficial cortical layers with 

an abundance of cytoplasmic inclusions (often ring-shaped) and frequent short neuritic 

profiles.  With the hypothesized continuation of TDP-43 displacement from the 

cytoplasm into cellular processes subtype 1 emerges which is characterized by a 

predominance of long neuritic profiles over cytoplasmic inclusions as well as a relative 

abundance of pathology in superficial cortical layers.  Intranuclear inclusions occur 

variably, but have been reported to be associated with the morphological subtype 

characterized by both cytoplasmic and neuritic inclusion pathology which equates 
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subtype 1 pathology as described by Mackenzie and colleagues, or subtype 3 according to 

the Sampathu/Neumann scheme (Mackenzie et al., 2006; Neumann, 2009).  Taken 

together, the Sampathu/Neumann subtypes 2 and 3 feature more pathological 

ubiquitinated TDP-43 in the cytoplasm than subtype 1, where the pathology tends to 

predominate in the distal parts of the cells, i.e., cellular processes.  Strikingly, the 

appearance of pathological TDP-43 aggregates in the cell is accompanied by a loss of 

normal “endogenous” TDP-43 staining in the cell nucleus, a phenomenon, which is often 

referred to as “nuclear clearing” (Neumann et al., 2006).  A further distinct 

cytopathological profile consists of a cleared nucleus with diffuse or granular 

cytoplasmic TDP-43 staining (“pre-inclusions”) that may represent incipient TDP-43 

inclusion formation and are not part of the morphological classification schemes used for 

FTLD-TDP  (Giordana et al., 2009; Brandmeir et al., 2008; Mackenzie et al., 2006; 

Sampathu et al., 2006).  Occasionally, single cells with nuclei devoid of TDP-43 staining 

are present together with a weak, diffuse, or virtually absent cytoplasmic TDP-43 

immunoreactivity, and cell loss is not obvious in these cases (Geser et al., 2010b).  This 

might support the idea of very early cellular pathology as TDP-43 begins to redistribute 

in the cytoplasm or in the early phase of impaired shuttling of TDP-43 between the 

nucleus and the cytoplasm prior to more severe later stages of neuronal loss and reactive 

tissue changes.  

The translocation of TDP-43 from the nuclei to the cytoplasm and the cellular 

processes, or an impaired TDP-43 cytoplasm to nucleus shuttling process, ultimately lead 

to the sequestration of the protein into insoluble aggregates, and the mechanisms 

responsible for this redistribution of protein are still poorly understood.  However, it is 
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known that TDP-43 is a 414 amino acid nuclear protein encoded by the TARDBP gene on 

chromosome 1 (for review see (Buratti and Baralle, 2008; Cohen et al., 2011; Chen-

Plotkin et al., 2010; Gendron et al., 2010; Mackenzie and Rademakers, 2008; Wang et al., 

2008).  It is a highly conserved protein ubiquitously expressed in many tissues including 

the CNS where it is present in neuronal and glial nuclei and to a lesser extent in the 

cytoplasm.  The physiological functions of TDP-43 are diverse and incompletely 

characterized, but they likely involve the regulation of multiple biological processes 

through TDP-43 binding to DNA, RNA, or proteins (Geser et al., 2010a; Chohen et al., 

2011).  Under disease conditions, the profile of the TDP-43 proteinopathies has been 

shown in sporadic and familial FTLD-TDP  and ALS tissue to comprise ubiquitination, 

variable hyperphosphorylation and N-terminal truncation of TDP-43. Sodium dodecyl 

sulfatepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of sarkosyl-insoluble extracts isolated from 

affected cortical regions showed disease-specific bands at ~45 kD, ~25 kD, as well as 

high molecular weight aggregate smears which were found in addition to the normal band 

at 43 kD (Geser et al., 2009a; Neumann et al., 2006).  It was also shown that there is an 

enrichment of C-terminal fragments in TDP-43 inclusions in the cortex but not in the 

spinal cord of FTLD-TDP  and ALS cases where rather the full length protein is present 

(Igaz et al., 2008).  Experiments using phosphorylation specific anti-TDP-43 antibodies, 

which target multiple abnormally phosphorylated sites in carboxyl-terminal regions of 

deposited TDP-43 (Hasegawa et al., 2008), confirmed the findings that different TDP-43 

species may form distinct inclusions in cortical versus spinal cord cells (Neumann et al., 

2009; Geser et al., 2010).  A variety of conditions that have been shown to be associated 

with phosphorylated TDP-43 pathology including sporadic and familial forms of the 
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major TDP-43 diseases (FTLD-TDP  and ALS) and various conditions with secondary 

TDP-43 pathology, such as AD or dementia with Lewy bodies (Hasegawa et al., 2008; 

Neumann et al., 2009; Arai et al., 2009). Accumulation of phosphorylated C-terminal 

fragments were readily seen in Western blots in affected cortical brain regions from 

patients with the “primary” (ALS and FTLD-TDP ) and “secondary” TDP-43 diseases. A 

small number of C-terminal fragments were detected suggesting that they may represent 

the same C-terminal fragment with different degrees of phosphorylation, or different C-

terminal fragments with the same sites of phosphorylation, or a combination of both 

(Hasegawa et al., 2008; Neumann et al., 2009; Arai et al., 2009; Geser et al., 2010).  The 

specific cleavage site of the pathological C-terminal fragment purified from FTLD-TDP  

brains was identified at Arg208, and it was demonstrated that the expression of this and 

other TDP-43 C-terminal fragments in cultured cells recapitulates key features of TDP-43 

proteinopathy (Igaz et al., 2009).  By altering endogenous TDP-43 nuclear trafficking 

using temperature sensitive cultured cells cytoplasmic punctuate TDP-43 aggregates 

formed and were associated with nuclear clearing (Winton et al., 2008a). Furthermore, 

TDP-43 aggregates may form when endogenous cytoplasmic TDP-43  is either restricted 

from entering the nucleus or prevented from exiting the nucleus in mutant cell cultures 

where nuclear export and nuclear localization mechanisms were defective.  Mutant forms 

of TDP-43 also replicated the biochemical profile of pathological TDP-43 in FTLD-TDP 

/ALS. Thus, FTLD-TDP/ALS pathogenesis may be linked mechanistically to deleterious 

perturbations of nuclear trafficking and solubility of TDP-43 (Winton et al., 2008a).  

Additionally, the in vitro expression of A90V missense mutation, a benign TARDBP 

gene variant occurring in the nuclear localization signal sequence (Pesiridis et al., 2009), 
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led to its sequestration with endogenous TDP-43 as insoluble cytoplasmic aggregates 

(Winton et al., 2008b).

These cell culture experiments are an important tool for investigating the cellular 

mechanisms and pathways that are involved in human neurodegenerative diseases and 

they also help to model the time course of the disease.  For post-mortem studies, it is 

possible to indicate how far this process of TDP-43 translocation out of the nucleus had 

advanced at the time of death.  Subtype 1 as described by Sampathu/Neumann scheme 

(Sampathu et al., 2006) with predominant dystrophic neuritic pathology shows the most 

“neocortical variant” degeneration; subtype 2 and subtype 3 which both have significant 

cytoplasmic TDP-43 pathology are similar to each other and are much closer to the motor 

neuron disease phenotype than subtype 1 (Geser et al., 2010a; Geser et al., 2009b).  These 

patterns are also associated with different predominating clinical syndromes.  Indeed, it 

has been reported that cases with predominantly neuronal intracytoplasmic inclusions 

correspond to FTLD-MND clinically, whereas cases with predominantly dystrophic 

neurites show semantic dementia, and when neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions and 

dystrophic neurites are coupled with neuronal intranuclear inclusions, progressive 

nonfluent aphasia is present – albeit not excluding overlap between these categorical 

patterns in single cases (Brandmeir et al., 2008; Higashi et al., 2007a; 2007b; Mackenzie 

et al., 2006; Ostberg and Bogdanovic; Pearson et al., 2011; Seelaar et al., 2007). 

Moreover, it has been shown that FTLD-TDP  patients with numerous neuronal 

cytoplasmic inclusions, as occurs in FTLD-TDP  subtype 2 or 3, have shorter survival 

times than those with subtype 1 (Grossman et al., 2007).  It appears that the dis-

localization of a nuclear protein in the cytoplasm or an impaired cytoplasm to nucleus 
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shuttling of TDP-43 are early stages in a disease associated with short disease duration, as 

evidenced by the shorter survival or earlier disease onset of ALS or patients with MND 

combined with FTLD as compared with FTLD-TDP without MND or FTLD associated 

with tau pathology (Forman et al., 2006; Hodges et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2009; Josephs et 

al., 2005).  Moreover, in elderly patients with or without severe mental illness cortical 

pathology appears to be in an intermediate stage and consistent with subtype 2 (Geser et 

al., 2010b).  Similarly, in “classical” ALS cases frontotemporal pathology is often too 

mild for subtyping due to the subtle nature of early cortical changes (hence it is termed 

“unclassified type”).  For ALS (with dementia) cases where the degree of cortical 

pathology can be classified, subtype 2 is a frequent finding (Geser et al., 2008a; Ishihara 

et al., 2010).  This is consistent with the idea of early to intermediate cellular changes in 

MND (with dementia) showing a more rapid disease course than FTLD associated 

dementia (Geser et al., 2009b; Grossman et al., 2007; Mackenzie et al., 2006).  Moreover, 

the vast majority of cases with “secondary” TDP-43 pathology have been reported to 

show a  subtype 2 or 3 profile (Amador-Ortiz et al., 2007; Arai et al., 2009; Geser et al., 

2008b; Habuchi et al.; Higashi et al., 2007b; Josephs et al., 2008; Kadokura et al., 2009; 

Nakashima-Yasuda et al., 2007; Uryu et al., 2008) according to the Sampathu/Neumann 

scheme (Sampathu et al., 2006) denoting stages in the process of cellular dis-localization 

of pathological TDP-43 similar to those found in ALS or ALS combined with FTD.  

Finally, consistent with clinico-pathological data (Geser et al., 2009b), it has been 

demonstrated by means of an ante-mortem magnetic resonance imaging approach (i.e., 

voxel-based morphometry that assesses regional grey matter atrophy) that FTLD-TDP 

subtypes have distinct clinical and neuroimaging features with subtype 3 showing 
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subcortical (i.e., striatum and thalamus) in addition to cortical atrophy.  The ALS-like 

“unclassified type” did not reveal areas of significant atrophy at the predetermined 

statistical significance threshold (Rohrer et al., 2010).

3. Biological markers of ALS based on pathological TDP-43

These early data using an ante-mortem approach to visualize ongoing 

degeneration in post-mortem confirmed TDP-43 proteinopathy cases lead us now to the 

search for in vivo TDP-43 related markers in CSF, blood or skeletal muscle.  Recent 

studies reporting elevated TDP-43 plasma levels in clinically diagnosed FTLD (and AD) 

and increased CSF TDP-43 levels in FTLD-TDP  and ALS patients as compared with 

controls are intriguing, as they might offer a diagnostic ante-mortem tool as well as a 

biomarker for interventional clinical trials, but they need to be verified in larger cohorts 

and, ideally, should be confirmed by post-mortem follow up studies (Foulds et al., 2008; 

Foulds et al., 2009; Kasai et al., 2009; Noto et al., 2011; Steinacker et al., 2008).  In the 

following, these studies are discussed, and mechanistic hypotheses outlining how these 

changes might relate to CNS TDP-43 pathology are addressed.

3.1 CSF

A study of ALS patients (with or without cognitive dysfunction) and FTLD (with 

or without MND) did not find any evidence for pathologically altered TDP-43 in the 

CSF, such as specific C-terminal fragments or hyperphosphorylated full-length bands 

(Steinacker et al., 2008).  However, relative quantification of 45-kDa bands revealed that 

patients with ALS and FTLD had higher TDP-43 levels than controls but with a 
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prominent overlap of values.  For the cases of ALS with cognitive dysfunction, TDP-43 

levels were not significantly different from control cases.  Although these data are 

promising, they need to be replicated in larger cohorts in order to increase statistical 

power. A similar study showed that ALS patients as a group had significantly higher 

levels of TDP-43 in their CSF than age-matched controls (Kasai et al., 2009).  Patients 

examined within the first 10 months of disease onset showed significantly higher TDP-43 

levels than those after this time point, a finding which raised the possibility that increased 

CSF TDP-43 might be used as an early disease stage marker of ALS. The morphologic 

and pathophysiologic correlates of this remain speculative.  As mentioned earlier, end 

stages of neurodegeneration may be associated with the relative absence or scarcity of 

inclusion pathology, and, indeed, it has been reported that ALS cases with long disease 

duration show mild TDP-43 pathology in combination with moderate to severe neuronal 

loss in the spinal cord anterior horn (Nishihira et al., 2009a). It is conceivable that the 

level of TDP-43 in the CSF follows the same time course as its pathologic appearance in 

the CNS with more TDP-43 leaking out of the CNS in the early stages of disease.  The 

recent report  by Noto and colleagues that although ALS patients have higher TDP-43 

CSF levels than various disease controls (including other neurodegenerative or 

neuroinflammatory diseases), short disease duration is associated with lower levels than 

cases with a longer history, needs to be further investigated in prospective studies (Noto 

et al., 2011).  The same study showed that the sensitivity of the CSF TDP-43 enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay used was close to 60%, and the specificity 96%, indicating 

that this might be an useful confirmatory rather than screening test.  The actual site of this 

pathological TDP-43 leaking out of the CNS remains hypothetical, and the pathogenetic 
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mechanisms are elusive. We recently reported a predominance of TDP-43 pathology in 

subependymal or subpial regions in an age dependent manner (Geser et al., 2010b; Geser 

et al., 2011).  The significance of this spatial association of TDP-43 pathology and the 

CSF system is unknown, and further studies are needed to define the relationship of TDP-

43 lesions with brain surfaces.  However, this might imply an association between 

mechanisms of TDP-43 with processes involving the ependymal lining and the CSF 

system. Mechanistic speculations might thus include a bidirectional interaction of the 

CNS and the CSF to be further defined.  

3.2 Blood

We have also reported age dependent perivascular TDP-43 pathology in older 

subjects with and without severe mental illness.  In fact, in a subset of elderly individuals 

there is a greater abundance of TDP-43 pathology around blood vessels (i.e., in the 

perivascular tissue), or directly associated with them. Moreover, most of these cases had 

a documented clinical history of cardiovascular problems or related pathology. 

Considering the high prevalence of chronic vascular changes in elderly individuals, there 

might not necessarily be a link between ischemia and pathological TDP-43 (Lee et al., 

2008), but our recent findings suggest further study of this possibility (Geser et al., 

2010b).  Although it also remains to be established what the localization of TDP-43 

pathology around or at blood vessels means in terms of a hypothesized “interaction” 

between blood and the brain, it has been suggested that increased TDP-43 plasma levels 

occur in FTLD-TDP  and AD and may thereby act as a marker of TDP-43 pathology 

within the brain (Foulds et al., 2008). In a further study, in FTLD, but not AD, TDP-43 

plasma levels correlated significantly with the pathology score when using a TDP-43 
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phosphorylation-dependent antibody (Foulds et al., 2009).  Interestingly, a study using 

immunohistochmical and immunoelectron microscopic techniques reported a “TDP-43 

microvasculopathy” in FTLD-TDP  (and familial Lewy body disease) and suggested that 

abnormal TDP-43 fibrillary inclusions may occur in astrocytic end-feet, raising the 

possibility of an impairment in the integrity of the blood-brain barrier (Lin et al., 2009).  

It is of note that patients showing a clinical syndrome of FTLD (including FTLD-ALS) 

and FTLD-TDP or FTLD-tau  at post-mortem examination can be potentially identified 

ante-mortem by assaying levels of specific, non-TDP-43 analytes that are well-known 

and readily measurable in the CSF (Hu et al., 2010).  De Marco and colleagues recently 

suggested a different approach for a potential biomarker for ALS.  The authors showed 

by means of western immunoblot analysis of circulating lymphomonocytes that TDP-43 

accumulated in the cytoplasm with concomitant nuclear depletion in four ALS patients 

with TARDBP mutations and in about 50% of sporadic twelfe ALS patients compared to 

thirteen healthy controls (De Marco et al., 2011).  Further, one clinically unaffected 

relative of a case with TARDBP mutation showed the same pathological pattern, whereas 

the two other unaffected relatives without the mutation did not. 

Muscle

The skeletal muscle of sporadic ALS patients, another potential ante-mortem 

diagnostic approach, has been shown to be devoid of pathological TDP-43 both by 

immunohistochemistry and biochemistry (Hernandez Lain et al., 2010; Soraru et al., 

2010). A case of FTLD-TDP with inclusion body myopathy and Paget disease of the 

bone, that is caused by VCP mutations and is also associated with TDP-43 pathology in 

the brain, has been reported to show cytoplasmic TDP-43 deposits in muscle fibres 
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(Neumann et al., 2007; Olive et al., 2009).  In terms of studies of ALS with known 

mutations, one group demonstrated that a patient with G287S TARDBP mutation had 

biochemical abnormalities for TDP-43 (and FUS), but showed no evidence of inclusion 

formation by immunohistochemistry (Hernandez Lain et al., 2010).  The same group 

reported biochemical FUS, but no TDP-43 abnormalities in one out of four sporadic ALS 

cases.  The significance of these findings needs to be further examined in larger patient 

cohorts.

Conclusion

ALS is a multisystem disease linked to pathological TDP-43 (i.e. TDP-43 

proteinopathy) with a gradual disappearance of the normal nuclear localization of the 

protein and the emergence of cytoplasmic or neuritic pathologic hyperphosphorylated 

aggregates.  Early CNS lesions sites include (1) the pyramidal system, in particular the 

lower motor neurons and (2) mediotemporal lobe structures.  Detailed neuropathological 

staging schemata remain to be elaborated in the future.  Furthermore, TDP-43 lesions in 

subpial/subependymal CNS or perivascular localizations have been noted in TDP-43 

linked neurodegeneration, and might account, at least in part, for increased TDP-43 levels 

in the CSF or blood plasma through mechanisms that remain to be elucidated.
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Figure legend:

“Two axis” model of (TAR) DNA binding protein with a Mr of 43 (TDP-43) multisystem 

diseases

Schematic illustration of a “two axis” concept of a clinico-pathological (clin.-path.) 

spectrum model of the TPD-43 diseases extending from PMA at one end to semantic 

dementia (SD) at the other, with the overlapping categories ALS, ALS with dementia 

(ALS-D), FTLD with MND/PLS, behavioral variant of frontotemporal dementia (bv-

FTD), and progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA) being situated at intermediate positions 

between the two poles. The CNS “two axis” concept includes the following: First, a 

“motor neuron disease” or “spinal cord/brainstem to motor cortex” axis, with 

degeneration possibly ascending from the LMN to the UMN. Secondly, a “dementia” or 

“corticoid/allocortical to neocortex” axis, with a probable spread of TDP-43 linked 

degeneration from the mediotemporal lobe to wider mesocortical and neocortical brain 

areas. The pathophysiologic process might develop along either of these major arms, or 

along both in parallel, albeit with different relative severities and times of onset, 

respectively.  Lower black arrows signify the topographical evolution of TDP-43 linked 

neurodegeneration with (1) an spinal/cord to motor cortex/neocortex ascending axis on 

the left and (2) and allocortical/corticoid/(trans-)entorhinal to neocortical arm on the 

right.  Black arrowhead-like triangles denote clinical syndrome with motor neuron 

disease decreasing and dementia increasing from left to right.  Color change in central 

box denotes increasing or decreasing spread and severity of TDP-43 pathology in the 
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brain and spinal cord, as an approximate estimation.  Specifically, blue represents 

predominant involvement of the spinal cord and red represents predominant involvement 

of cortical areas.  Other subcortical brain areas are not explicitly represented in this color-

coded diagram.  “FTLD with ubiquitin positive, tau and α-synuclein negative inclusions 

(FTLD-U) subtype” as shown in the upper left corner refers to the classification of the 

cortical pattern of TDP-43 or ubiquitin positive inclusions according to 

Sampathu,Neumann and colleagues (2006)/Mackenzie and collaborators 

(2006)/harmonized classification system (Mackenzie et al., 2011).  An “unclassified 

type”, which denotes the absence of TDP-43 lesions or the presence of a degree of TDP-

43 pathology burden too low for subtyping according to Geser,Martinez-Lage et al.,

(2009), was added.  The Sampathu/Neumann scheme, in brief, defines the following: 

subtype 1 is characterized by frequent long neuritic profiles; subtype 3 shows abundant 

small neuritic profiles and neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions and subtype 2 is characterized 

by neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions.  Upper black arrows signify the hypothetical 

translocation of the normal nuclear localization of the protein under pathological 

conditions (“pathological TDP-43”) into the cytoplasm and eventually dystrophic cellular 

processes; the double headed arrow on the left denotes that there might be, at least, an 

impaired shuttling of TDP-43 between the cytoplasm and the nucleus. The ALS pattern 

refers to the two distributional types as described by Nishihara (2008) with “classical 

ALS”-like pyramidal and limited non-pyramidal TDP-43 pathology in type 1, while type 

2 is the “ALS-FTLD”-like phenotype with significant cortical pathology.  The 

“Secondary TDP-43 diseases/elderly TDP-43 Type” refers to significant limbic 

pathology, or in later disease stages, the addition of neocortical/diffuse pathology 
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according to Amador-Ortiz and colleagues (2007) for the secondary TDP-43 disease AD, 

as well as Geser and colleagues (2010b) for a normal or mildly cognitively impaired 

elderly population. The row labeled “genetics” exemplifies genetic changes including 

mutations in the TDP-43 (TARDBP), progranulin (GRN) and angiogenin (ANG) genes, 

intermediate length or high polyglutamine expansions in the ataxin (ATXN2) gene, 

polymorphisms (TMEM106B), and linkage to chromosome 9p.  

Modified with permission from: Geser F, Lee VM-Y, Trojanowski J. Amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis and frontotemporal lobar degeneration: A spectrum of TDP-43 proteinopathies, 

Neuropathology, 2010; 30:103-112.
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Research highlights: 

 

 To date, there are no validated biomarkers for ALS which would allow a precise 

staging of the disease in vivo and which would help to predict further course and 

response to therapy –  

 

 TDP-43 is found in the CNS of ALS patients 

 

 First studies searching for altered levels of TDP-43 in CNS and blood deliver 

promising results for TDP as a candidate biomarker in ALS  

 

 Further research is needed in order to confirm the diagnostic and prognostic value of 

CSF TDP-42 in ALS  

 

 

 

  

*Research Highlights
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Abbreviations: 

 

ALS: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

TDP-43: 43-kDa transactive responsive sequence DNA-binding protein 

FTLD: frontotemporal lobar degeneration 

FTLD-U: frontotemporal lobar degeneration with ubiquitin positive, tau and α-synuclein 

negative inclusions 

CSF: cerebrospinal fluid 

FUS: fused in liposarcoma 

LMN: lower motor neuron 

UMN: upper motor neuron 

AD: Alzheimer’s disease 

MSA: multi system atrophy 

MND: motor neuron disease 

FTD: frontotemporal dementia 

Abbreviation List
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Figure 1

http://ees.elsevier.com/proneu/download.aspx?id=19801&guid=55e5b3a3-5d42-4820-a554-62edd78f77fc&scheme=1

